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Q4 2016 TOPLINE SUMMARY
The power of video and mobile really came through in the final quarter of 2016, with the launch of new ad products on various platforms.
Consumer engagement and the user experience are increasingly valued, with ad options striving to both deliver compelling content and
drive click rates and conversions. Innovations aligned with this focus have the power to move not just platform performance but people,
themselves. As more marketers move toward driving traffic in-store with social ads, and measure ad recall on their campaigns, we’re seeing
boosted spend on awareness campaign objectives.
Across all of the advertisers that Kinetic Social works with, we saw a 40% overall increase in ad spend from Q3 to Q4. Kinetic uses its own
proprietary technology to optimize campaign performance for the advertisers we work with. Our expertise extends to retail, CPG, and travel
brands in particular and as such you will see a focus on those verticals in this report.
Note:
Data in this report only reflects campaigns run through Kinetic Social’s proprietary social marketing platform in Q4 2016.
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM CAMPAIGNS

OVERVIEW
Facebook continues to leverage the power and unique attributes of
mobile devices to stay on the cutting edge of new advertising products.
These ad options provide engaging and useful consumer experiences,
offering compelling ways for brands to showcase products and services
on offer. As Facebook works to move the industry away from last click
attribution with a focus on people-based attribution distributed across
all consumer touch points, they are providing a more balanced view of
the actual consumer journey.
Beyond the standard CPMs and CPEs, Facebook aims to measure
engagement with new metrics, such as foot traffic and ad recall.
Two concurrent trends in this changing space include increased
mobile and video usage.
Retail advertisers are moving substantial spend to mobile, and
Video Views are increasing across all industries.

FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
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eCPM (EFFECTIVE COST PER 1K IMPRESSIONS)
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Kinetic client spend on Facebook increased by 16%, with a
9% rise in eCPM (effective Cost per Thousand Impressions)
quarter-over-quarter. This slight Q4 increase was lower than
the 20% rise over the same period last year, reflecting the
additional Facebook inventory available.
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COST PER CLICK VS
COST PER AD RECALL
based on brand lift information acquired through multiple studies.
Focused on the number of people reached with an ad, and
how much time they spent looking at it, the metric is currently
an estimate. However, it marks a shift from CPE (Cost per
Engagement) to CPAR (Cost per Ad Recall), because Ad Recall and
dwell time may be more indicative of brand performance.

Q3 2016

Q4 2016

Better targeting and more engaging ad products like Dynamic Ads
caused CPC (Cost per Click) to fall.
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eCPC (EFFECTIVE COST PER CLICK)

Facebook Ad Recall emerged as a reporting field this quarter,

CPC VS CPAR
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM
PERCENT OF SPEND

100%

BY OBJECTIVE

Brand Awareness remained strong through the Q4

80%

holiday season. Significant increases in Conversion
campaigns also reflected seasonality, corresponding
to a downward trend in Post Engagement campaigns.

60%

The Store Visits objective was launched this year.
Brick-and-Mortar retailers used the objective to

40%

measure advertising’s impact on foot traffic. As this
initiative catches on, we expect Store Visits objective
to continue to grow substantially quarter-over-quarter.

20%

Spend on Dynamic Ads rose quarter-on-quarter
across verticals as well. E-Commerce and Travel
advertisers continue to see Dynamic Ads driving

0%
Q4 2015

strong performance.

Q1 2016

Q2 2016

Q3 2016

Conversions

Video Views

Lead Generation

Post Engagement

Brand Awareness

Dynamic Ads

Link Clicks

Page Likes

Store Visits

Q4 2016

Mobile App Installs

WATCHER’S ACTIONS
AFTER WATCHING 25% OF VIDEO AD
50%

Video ad formats continue to prove enormously
successful, with a high rate of user engagement. Fastpaced, entertaining content works best on mobile. The

40%

benchmark for video is the duration of the view, and
capturing the user as quickly as possible.
Viewers are more likely to keep watching videos under

30%

one minute long. The take-away for advertisers interested
in producing compeling video content is to keep your
message short. However, once the viewer passes one

20%

minute viewing, the Video Completion Rate increases. This
indicates that there is opportunity to create compelling,
long-form content.
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15-30 sec
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30-60 sec

1-2 min

Stop Watching

Watch 50%

Watch 75%

Finish the Video (95% Completion)

> 2 min
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM

VERTICAL SPECIFIC DATA
eCPC

ACROSS SELECTED VERTICALS

$1.00

Facebook continues to increase its share of the overall
advertising market, with rising rates reflective of more
competition for less advertising space.

$0.80

In this aggressive auction market place, media cost
metrics varied by vertical. Ad format and content
innovations this quarter corresponded with significantly
increased engagement. Retailers saw decreased CPCs,
increased CTRs and increased eCPM with scale. Travel
advertisers saw increased CPC and increased CPMs,
due to increased use of the higher cost, but higher
engagement Canvas ad unit, and shifts in brand focus.
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CPG CAMPAIGNS SWITCH TO BRAND AWARENESS
% of Spend

The year’s shift from Post Engagement to Brand
Awareness has been substantial. CPG advertisers
responded to strong results in the Increased Ad
Recall metric with a pronounced shift in spend
to the Brand Awareness objective. This shift also
lowers the CPM.
Post Engagement

Page Likes

Link Clicks

Lead Generation

Video Views

Brand Awareness

Conversions

Dynamic Ads

eCPM (Unique)
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FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM

Q4 SPOTLIGHT ON

RETAIL PLACEMENTS
Retailers in Q4 took advantage of a number of innovative Facebook

3%

ad products launched in 2016. Both Local Awareness and Store Visits
objectives launched, allowing retailers to geotarget users and drive foot
traffic to stores. Facebook’s Offline Measurement API can ingest in-store

21%

purchase data, closing the measurement gap between social advertising
CTR and bricks-and-mortar sales. Despite higher CPMs and CPCs overall,
performance marketers with CPA (Cost per Acquisition) goals still see
strong results on Facebook Desktop. Other trends we saw included:

43%

Facebook Mobile Newsfeed remains a significant source of
cost-effective sales for retail advertisers. Mobile Newsfeed
saw the lowest CPMs.

27%

Of Q4 retail ads, 75% of spend ran on mobile.
Instagram appeals to Retail, Travel, and CPG advertisers trying
to reach unique audiences.
Facebook continued to improve its Dynamic Product Ads for
e-commerce, which perform exceptionally for lower-funnel

5%

1%

Instagram

Right-hand side

Newsfeed, desktop

Video, desktop

Newsfeed, mobile

Video, mobile

remarketing. Ad options focus on learning about customers,
then personalizing the message to generate interest.
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TWITTER CAMPAIGNS

OVERVIEW
Twitter has effectively reduced costs across metrics, improving Direct
Response products via the new Conversion objective for more effective
campaign spending. Video also stands out as a top ad unit for the
platform, indicative of increased spend and corresponding positive
engagement metrics.
This strategic focus has delivered results. Twitter’s live streams and
event highlights, including programs like Periscope and Pre-Roll, engage
audiences. We expect advertisers to continue to use Twitter as a tool to
effectively reach audiences with video.

TWITTER
eCPV FOR

PERFORMANCE
Twitter’s overall ad costs dropped quarter-overquarter, a continuation of the trend.This held
especially true for Video View campaigns, where
eCPV (effective Cost per View) dropped to under
$0.10 this quarter.
eCPE (effective Cost per Engagement) declined
substantially as well, both year-over-year and quarterover-quarter, declining from $0.27 in Q4 2015 to
$0.16 in Q3, and closing out the year at $0.09.
The consistent decrease in eCPE, eCPV, and eCPC
continues to benefit Twitter advertisers.

VIDEO VIEW CAMPAIGNS
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eCPE FOR

ENGAGEMENT CAMPAIGNS
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eCPC FOR

WEBSITE CLICK CAMPAIGNS
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TWITTER
COMPLETED VIDEO VIEWS

100%

VIDEO AD LENGTH BY PERCENT, Q4 2016
Increased campaign spending on the Video View
objective among Kinetic clients led to a boost in overall
engagement. Twitter viewers were more likely to watch
up to 60 seconds of the video ads, demonstrating welltargeted content.
Quarter-over-quarter, the sum of Twitter campaign
Video Views more than doubled. These results
illustrate a push to video across all platforms, and
Twitter’s initiative shows video’s capacity for more
efficient ad spend overall.
Under 15 seconds

31 - 60 seconds

15 - 30 seconds

Over 60 seconds
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Watched 25%

Watched 50%

Watched 75%

Watched 100%
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PERCENT OF SPEND

100%

BY OBJECTIVE

Kinetic’s advertisers continue to adopt diverse Twitter
objectives, showcasing Twitter’s ability to meet

80%

advertiser needs across multiple marketing objectives.
60%

Website click-driving campaigns remain the most
popular choice since many advertisers seek to
generate traffic to their own sites to learn more.

40%

20%

Website Clicks

Followers

Video Views

Custom

Tweet Engagements

App Installs

Lead Generation

App Engagements

0%
Q2 2015

COST PER URL CLICK (eCPC) FOR

RETAIL AND CPG

These two verticals have historically outperformed the rest of Kinetic’s
advertiser verticals in Twitter, with improving performance (lower cost
per URL click) over the last two quarters for both verticals.
Retail

CPG

All Verticals
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Retail and CPG vertical campaign clients are the
two largest Kinetic customer segments on Twitter
using the “website click” objective.

Q2 2016

Q3 2015

Q4 2015

Q1 2016

Q2 2016

TWITTER

CASE STUDY

GETTING THE BALL ROLLING ON A
SOCCER GAMING CAMPAIGN
THE CHALLENGE
This video game company chose Twitter to market a soccer game across 24 countries over
six months, targeting professional soccer fans using game footage. The campaign involved an
international component, which entailed using creative in multiple languages. Paired with the
large number of countries targeted, this campaign was exceptionally complex. The primary goal
of this campaign was to use video to drive brand awareness, and ultimately sales.

THE STRATEGY
Using Tailored Audiences, interest and keyword targeting, the brand was able to connect with gaming and soccer fans. In five of these
countries, they partnered with soccer networks to use live feed from games in real-time to tap into the excitement and amplify content.
The implementation of live feed from an event into an ad campaign is a new feature option for advertisers. Unlike other video, its dynamic
capacity can increase views of game highlights, directing the viewer to faster-paced content. The target audience included existing video
game owners, as well as soccer fans, targeted with Video Cards and Pre-Roll.*
To work more seamlessly with the gaming brand and manage the massive workload while meeting tight turnaround times, Kinetic Social
implemented a new bulk upload solution. This solution created extensive campaign lines in the KSP (Kinetic Social Platform) to maximize
efficiency, turning projects that used to take days into tasks that took seconds.
A Nielsen brand study was implemented in the United States, breaking the campaign into three strategic sections: Test > Engage > Control.
During the test phase, Tweets were promoted. During the Engagement phase of the campaign, a survey asked, “What are you most
interested in?” and “Do you recall seeing our Tweet this week?” Finally, the Control phase involved specifically targeting a more carefully
tailored audience selected for an interest in soccer.

*

Video Cards: Between 15 and 30 seconds of streaming
relevant footage.
Pre-Roll: Highlights key moments from the game, attaching
pre-selected video advertising beforehand.

+8

+1

-1

-4

THE RESULTS
Overall the campaign performed very well, meeting its Video
View Rate goals and coming in below the CPV (Cost Per
View) target. Nielsen’s brand study results showed that US
viewers of both Native and Pre-Roll video saw a lift across all
metrics, with Native Video delivering the strongest results.
Engagement among Tailored Audiences showed the most
improvement across all metrics measured in the study.
These results suggest that soccer fans exposed to native
content of the games were most likely to engage, proving the
benefits of the feature footage.

Association
Non-exposed

Favorability

Intent

Tweet Recall

In the UK, Twitter Insights reported that surveyed participants
viewed the brand with more favorability and purchase intent,
associating the advertiser with the soccer game. Among
those who recalled a Tweet, purchase intent jumped 28% and
favorability jumped 38%.

Exposed
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PINTEREST CAMPAIGNS

OVERVIEW
Pinterest launched new Pin enhancements and ad products
this quarter, strengthening advertisers’ ability to track clicks and
engagement on the platform. Kinetic expects these innovations to
deliver long-term results that will enhance Pinterest’s performance.
Objectives tied to web traffic drove spend on web click campaigns,
which correspondingly showed strong results. We expect this
positive trend to continue in the upcoming quarter.
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CASE STUDY:

DRIVING WEBSITE TRAFFIC WITH PROMOTED PINS
THE CHALLENGE
The leader in creative and document solutions software sought
a social and creative partner to promote their photo editor plan,
driving traffic to the brand’s website while maintaining a low
CPC (cost per click).

THE STRATEGY
Leveraging Pinterest Promoted Pins, our Creative Studio
developed six ad creatives to support the promotion. From
there, our campaign management team deployed the ads and
utilized the platform’s interest and keyword targeting to find new
potential customers for the brand.

THE RESULTS
THIS CAMPAIGN CAME IN UNDER
THE CLIENT’S INITIAL CPC TARGET BY
11%. WITH THE HELP OF PINTEREST
INTEREST AND KEYWORD TARGETING,
THE BRAND’S CAMPAIGN HAD AN ER
(ENGAGEMENT RATE) OF OVER 4%.

PINTEREST
PERCENT OF SPEND

100%

BY OBJECTIVE

Because Pinners often have intent to buy,
advertisers can benefit from objectives tied to
driving web traffic, and spurring sales.

80%

60%

The improvements in Pin Engagement and the
increased spend on Web Clicks demonstrate

40%

targeting enchancements and innovation.
20%

Website Clicks
Pin Engagement
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WEBSITE CLICK CAMPAIGNS

$4.00

CHANGE IN PERFORMANCE YEAR-OVER-YEAR
eCPM

$3.00

eCPC

Pinterest introduced One-tap Pins, decreasing user actions required before
redirection to the advertiser’s site. As spend has been redirected to Web Clicks
from Pin Engagement campaign objectives, we expect advertisers will see
more competitive eCPC and eCPM rates in the upcoming period. Overall spend
on Web Clicks this quarter rose 76%. However, One-tap Pins could also lower
eCPC rates in the same timeframe.

$2.00

Pinterest continued to make improvements on click-based campaigns with
new Pin enhancements and innovative ad products. These included ‘actalikes,’
where similar behaviors were identified among lookalike audiences.
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PIN ENGAGEMENT
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eCPE

eCPM

CAMPAIGNS

eCPE of Pin Engagement was reduced by
7% this quarter. Because many advertisers
shifted focus from Pin Engagement to
Web Clicks, reducing competition, eCPM
declined sharply over the quarter. The trend
is reflective of efficient usage.
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The data in this report reflects all of the campaigns that ran through Kinetic Social’s proprietary social marketing
platform, serving over 3.2 Billion impressions in Q4 2016. This report includes ad spend on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter and Pinterest, on both desktop and mobile, and for all ad types. We have broken out platform-specific data
and indicated the corresponding platform in each chart. This data report reflects a mix of awareness, engagement
and direct response campaign initiatives.
The social marketplace rapidly and constantly evolves; thus, this report should be taken strictly as an indicator of
current marketplace trends that Kinetic has observed, and not necessarily an indication of future trends. The data
in this report represents Kinetic campaigns only and should not be used as an indicator of the entire current or
future Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or Pinterest landscape.

ABOUT KINETIC SOCIAL
Kinetic is a technology-enabled full service provider of social advertising solutions. Our comprehensive suite
of services was developed for marketers seeking to maximize their return across social channels and includes
campaign design, delivery, measurement, and optimization. Kinetic is based in New York with offices in Toronto
and Chicago. We are a Facebook Marketing Partner, an Instagram Partner, a Twitter Official Partner and a Pinterest
Marketing Developer Partner.
More at www.kineticsocial.com
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